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ALLPACK TUPACK
Allpack Tupack manufactures cardboard
tubes with stoppers, cardboard cores and
cardboard stanchions (to reinforce boxes
for stacking), pinched cardboard tubes
(tupak), masts for POS advertising,
cardboard boxes, winding supports, pre-
cut or tearable tubes, etc.

Allpack Tupack covers business sectors as
diverse as the spirits and wine industry,
sales promotion, shipping and the
converting industry, where products are
wound on cardboard cores (film, bubble,
wadding, etc.).

ASTRONOVA PRODUCT ID
Our experts advise you on the most
suitable label printing solution for your
company. Become autonomous in the
customization of your labels, produce on
demand for a perfect control of costs and
your st ocks. AstroNova, has been
manufacturing label printing solutions for
companies for over 50 years. We support
you in your production, a single contact for
your printer, your consumables and for
your technical needs, AstroNova!

BRODART PACKAGING
Brodart Packaging - Printers of flexible
packaging and labels founded in 1912.
Since then, family values have been
handed down from father to son for 5
generations. At our 8 production sites in
France, we passionately manufacture
packaging and labels to meet the most
complex, varied and demanding
requirements. 
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We attach great importance to reducing
our environmental impact, which is why
we work to deploy environmentally -
friendly solutions that are always in line
with new industry standards.

CARTONNERIE OUDIN
As a creator of materials, Oudin has
developed a range of cartons dedicated to
spirits packaging. These coated, uncoated,
textured or kraft substrates can be printed
directly. They avoid the lamination stages
of traditional platforms, while providing the
same characteristics to the final case.

CCL LABELTRITTENHEIM GMBH
Serving the packaging industry for over
sixty years, CCL is the global suply chain
leader off innovative premium packaging,
promotional vehicules and comprehensive
label solutions with more than 200
factories worldwine. Our factory CCL
Trittenheim, located in the heart of the
wine growing region Mosel, develop,
produce and distribute high technology
labels for wine and spirits customers. CCL
Trittenheim supplies for several years now
some Champagne Maison thanks to a
strong expertise on premium labels. Our
sleeve division offers also a unique know
how. CCL is highly involved in the
sustainability journey and is supporting
your goals with a number of options
allowing a global and virtuous approach to
reduce your carbon footprint. Our team is
available to support you in the best way on
all you in the best way on all your new
projects 
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CENTURY BOX MAINETTI 
Centurybox has been working for 30 years
designing and producing luxury gift boxes
and high-end bags for a wide range of
sectors, including fashion, cosmetics,
wines, spirits and various luxury items. We
offer the largest ¤ range and stock of
luxury wine boxes in Europe. 

We offer various services, 

- The design and production of 100%
made-to-measure boxes or bags from 1000
units upwards, 

- Online sales on our website
Centuryshop.eu of generic products
available from 25 units in 72 hours, 

- Online personalisation of our generic
products on Centuryprint.eu from 50 units
in 15 days.

DS SMITH
DS Smith Consumer offers bespoke
cardboard packaging and displays
solutions to the champagnes & spirits
markets, made in France.

Thanks to our expertise in materials,
printing technologies and finishing
techniques, we elaborate innovative and
sustainable solutions in structural design,
textures and visual effects.

We design inserts, boxes and folding
cartons that reflect the universe of each
brand while ensuring maximum protection
of the products and offer a dedicated
follow-up thanks to our salesperson based
at Reims.

ESIREIMS
ESIReims, the Engineering Reims from
University of Reims Champagne Ardenne
offers : 
- 3 differents Master's degrees in : 
         - Packaging Engineering 
         - Energy Engineering 
         - Urbanisme 
- In-compagny training programs: more
than 20 customizable courses on demand 
 - Research projects 
 - Industrial services and tests
 - Interschips and end of studies industrial
projects 
 - APPEL (accreditation of prior expériential
learning)

GNG PROMOTION
Direct manufacturer in China of luxury and
very high-end rigid packaging.

HANGZHOU HANSIN NEW PACKING
MATERIAL CO., LTD.
One of the professional China aseptic
packaging manufacters and flexible 1L –
1500L packaging suppliers. The company
became the only Asian member of the
European Aseptic Bag Manufacturers
Association (ABMA) in 2020.

HOLMEN BOARD AND PAPER
We offer renewable solid bleached board
(SBB) and folding box board (FBB). Our
paperboards Invercote®, Invercote
Touch®,Incada® and Inverform® are used
for premium packaging applications
within multiple different end-use areas.

IMPRIMERIE BILLET
Specialist in self-adhesive labels and foil
printing for champagne and all related
products.
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IMPRIMERIE EFFERVESCENCE
Labels maker specializing in the printing of
complex labels for Champagne & Spirits:
swelling silk-screen varnish / multi-level
curved gilding /micro-embossing / anti-
counterfeiting and traceability processes:
heat-sensitive, luminescent inks, audio
varnish / LABEL'GLASS Official Partner
(Embossed glass effect label ). Quality
Assurance approach: Colorimetric controls
/ barcode and Qr code reading guarantee
compared to Axicon / 100% camera control
and inspection / Laboratory integrated into
the group for quality tests.

INESSENS
Inessens gathers 9 printing houses
specialised in premium labels, gift boxes
and olfactory communication tools
dedicated to wines, Champagnes, spirits,
food processing and cosmetics. The heart
of our activity is based on innovation to
offer new printing solutions and materials
in line with consumers' expectations and
allow our clients to be different. 

KURZ
Worlwide leader in hot and cold stamping
technology, KURZ develops and
manufactures decorative and functional
coatings that are applied to carrier foils
and employed for a wide variety of
products: for automotive components, cell
phones, TVs, washing machines, furniture,
packaging, books, textiles, bottle labels,
bank cards and lots more. KURZ coatings
decorate products, enhance brands, label
goods, protect surfaces and prevent
counterfeiting. Moreover, KURZ inserts
optical elements with digital functions,
linking the visual to the virtual world. H + m
(belonging to Kurz group) is the specialist
of stamping techniques with brass and
silicon dies. 

LE SANGLIER PACKAGING EDITION
Main activity: Luxury packaging in the
world of Champagne, spirits and
cosmetics.
Secondary activity: Manufacturing of
prestige brochures and booklets.
Description of the products and
services offered: Folding cases, POS on
cardboard. 
Technical specificities or advantages
that set us apart: The power of an SME
serving everyone, including
international groups.
Personalized support for the creation of
ECORESPONSIBLE packaging.

LFP GROUPE
La Paper Factory, manufactures and
develops material identities for luxuary and
selectiv brands. Expert in manufacturing
papers, boxes, shoppers, merchandising
for high hand selectiv retail. Specialist of
material and ecofriendly system
development on all types of supports, we
also work on food grade productions. Each
year we innovate, as freely as start up do,
since we're aiming for more
environnemental benefit: better
production practices, more efficient and
more beautiful.

MERKURY ATELIERS
The Compagny MERKURY ATELIERS was
founded in 1996. Our first specility are
luxuary bags. Over the years we have
expanded the range of our products and
today these are bags, boxes, POS,
brochures and many others. Our team
includes 100 people. We realize both : small
and very big series. The factory is located in
Poland in the heart of Europe which allows
us to have a great reactivity.
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MILES PROMOCEAN
We are product designers and developers,
we source, we fulfill and we work towards
globally improving your brand
performance. We also provide and manage
your e-commerce platform. Our 150+
people work from offices in 12 countries
over 3 continents to deliver packaging,
POS-materials to over 170 countries around
the world. We have been in this business
for more than 25 years and regard
ourselves as market leaders. Secondary
packaging, product appearance and
presentation play a key role in the
consumers' buying decisions.
Attractiveness, relevance and clarity are
key. Therefore, we consider a lot of
different parameters -such as market
expectations, trends, competition recent
activity, target group, distribution channel,
product positioning- before we advise on
packaging solutions. 

OENOCAPS & OENOCORK 
(EXPOSEO SAS)
Foils - Wire hood - Cork - Vine stakes

PIM INDUSTRIE
Since 1961, our business is centered on
plastic and metal high quality processing
including silk screen printing, engraving,
vamishing and embassing. We will advise
you on types of stickers, our advertising
metallic stamps, metal etc… To provide you
the solution made in France, tailored to
your product and its promotionnel
environment. Ideal for cosmetics and
spirits industry, DIOR, CHANEL, HENNESY,
COURVOISIER, …. They already trust us…

PNP AGENCY
PnP Agency is an agency specialising in
the sourcing, development and production
of PVL, window displays, packaging and
promotional items. We are based in Asia
and Europe and operate worldwide.

WOODPACK 
Specialist in co-packing and packaging for
wines, spirits and cosmetics.

SAS CSI
CSI: manufacturers and importers of
natural bags for over 20 years, founded by
Carlo Sacchettini. CSI, based in France, is
structuring and developing its business
with a focus on fair trade and eco-
responsibility. 

This ecological and organic fibre went even
further in 2009 with a partnership with
Picard Surgelés to design a 100% natural
fibre insulated bag, which led to the
registration of an exclusive patent for
Europe, the USA and Canada.

In order to have better control of the
production circuit, quality and delivery
times, a sales office was opened in Bombay
in 2006 with an Indian partner and local
staff, which improved sourcing and
monitoring. The circuit was completed
with the opening of a factory employing
120 people, mainly women looking for their
first job. 
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ST-LUC LABELS & PACKAGING NV
Specialised in printed packaging St-Luc
has been active in the field of packaging
for over 20 years. We are in the business of
printing high-end labels, foldable boxes,
shrink sleeves and flexible packaging. Our
professional team is working every day to
achieve your success.

STUDIO CREA'DE SIGN
Graphic design agency. Product design
and development workshop specialising in
wines and spirits. Global marketing and
production monitoring.

TENTHOREY
Sac-Citoyen is a manufacturer and creator
of natural textile packaging located in the
Vosges. We produce 3 million quality items
in European cotton, organic cotton,
recycled cotton, and French linen. The
transformation stages are
located within a radius of 1000 km to
reduce our carbon impact and improve
responsiveness.

VD GLASS
Vetrodue, with its VDGLASS brand, has
been trading in and decorating glasses for
the drinks industry for over 20 years.
Vetrodue manages the entire logistics
cycle: decoration, packaging, storage and
delivery. Vetrodue is the market leader in
Italy and operates worldwide.

SHANDONG YUNCHENG RUISHENG
GLASS CO.,LTD
One of the biggest super flint glass bottle
manufacturers in China. We mainly offer
custom glass bottle wholesale service for
liquor, spirit, whiskey, vodka, brandy, and
other alcoholic drinks. Our operation
principle is high quality and high definition.
Our company has invested 2 production
lines of the most advanced 8S fully
automatic machine, 4 production lines of
CNC Semi-automatic machines. With rich
experience, we have got a good reputation
all over the world.

SHANGHAI ASTRID PACKAGING CO., LTD
ASTRID PACKAGING is a specialized
manufacturer dedicated to the design,
engineering and production of customized
closure solutions for the world’s liquor and
beverage brands, wineries and diffuser
brands.Since its establishment, our
company has customized nearly 3000
different kinds of bottle stopper for high-
end and super-premium gin, rum,
whiskies, vodkas, craft beers brands,
wineries and aromatherapy products. In
the meanwhile, our technical team has
developed stopper styles and functions
into 18 categories and more than 1500
models/sizes. That wide range of models
could cover most bottleneck sizes and
meet most clients’ need. With 15 years’
experience in liquor packaging industry
and the advantage of being in the world
manufacturing center, we aim to provide
businesses with optimal, personalized and
cost-effective packaging solutions.
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VG AN GOULÊME - GROUPE VAN
GENECHTEN PACKAGING
Where people, brands and folding carton
meet, that is where the magic happens at
Van Genechten Packing (VGP), every
single time. For almost 190 years now VGP
has believed in the unique impact of
packaging for brands and products, for
people and the planet, and made it work.
Today it remains the last truly independent
European packaging specialist with
Headquarters in Turhout, Belgium, 12
folding carton sites and 1 extrusion site in 9
countries. VGP generates an annual
turnover of about 450 million euros,
employs more than 1800 employees and
continues to grow. 

WICKELS PAPIERVEREDELUNGS-WERKE
BUNTPAPIERFABRIK GMBH
Paperconvering, Lamination of foil on
paper + board, coating of paper + board,
embossing of paper + board

WESTROCK
WestRock is a leader in sustainable fibre-
based packaging solutions. We are
materials scientists, packaging designers,
mechanical engineers and manufacturing
experts who use cutting-edge science and
technology to drive innovation in
packaging. 

WestRock has over 300 manufacturing
facilities worldwide. Leveraging our size
and scale, we work as One WestRock,
collaborating with our customers to
innovate towards their business and
sustainability goals.
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ZHEJIANG JINGANG MACHINERY CO.LTD
Zhejiang Jingang Machinery Co.,Ltd.,
which was founded in 2008,is a
professional high-grade packaging
equipment enterprise integrating
R&D,manufacturing,sales and service. The
company is committed to providing
customers with the best intelligent
solutions, and has developed a number of
post-press packaging equipment with its
own intellectual property rights, with
nearly 100 patents, focusing on providing
high-quality equipment and perfect
services for cosmetics boxes, slip boxes,
electronic boxes, wine boxes, cigarette
boxes and other products. 

Adhering to the business philosophy of
Science and Technology Innovation,Quality
Priority ,Honest Management ,and
Common Development, the company
strives to help customers to achieve the
common development goals of high
production efficiency and high quality
products. 

At present, it has formed a perfect sales
network and after-sales service system,
providing customers with high-quality
spare parts supply and technical guidance
and other comprehensive services.

In the future, our company will continue to
focus on the project of post-press
packaging equipment,constantly
consolidate the foundation, scientific and
technological innovation, strive for
excellence, and consistently make good
products, do a strong brand, to provide
customers with better service and
experience. 


